The term "fetal alcohol spectrum disorders" (FASD) denotes the broad spectrum of morphological changes and functional deficits seen in children exposed to alcohol prenatally. While some children on the spectrum show the characteristic pattern of malformations called "fetal alcohol syndrome" (FAS), a significant proportion of alcohol-exposed children do not evidence clinically identifiable morphological alterations. The term "alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder" (ARND) is used to label the latter group. The identification of children with ARND has proven to be challenging because of the lack of clinically discernable physical signs. Therefore, some investigators have used the strategy of assessing maternal drinking during pregnancy and then tracking developmental outcomes in offspring longitudinally. Other methods that investigators have utilized to identify children with prenatal alcohol exposure in population-based studies include multi-source surveillance and active case ascertainment. In the current review, we discuss the merits and demerits of these methodologies and then present novel methods of identifying prenatal alcohol exposure (e.g., biomarkers) and subtle effects of morphological alterations and neural effects (e.g., neuroimaging).
Introduction
Considerable attention has been devoted to fetal alcohol spectrum disorders since the deleterious effects of prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) on the developing fetus were first reported in the medical literature over 40 years ago [1, 2] . As described in other papers in this special edition, the term "fetal alcohol spectrum disorders" (FASD) refers to the entire range of physiological, behavioral, and neurocognitive abnormalities observed in the offspring of mothers who drank during pregnancy [3] . At one end of this range is a set of malformations, which Jones et al. [2] labeled "fetal alcohol syndrome" (FAS). FAS is characterized by a characteristic pattern of minor anomalies on the face (small palpebral fissures, a smooth philtrum, and a thin vermillion border), growth restrictions, and central nervous system dysfunction, as indexed by morphological differences (e.g., microcephaly) and behavioral problems (e.g., hyperactivity) [2] . It is now known that most alcohol-exposed children show these malformations to varying degrees, with a substantial proportion showing only cognitive and behavioral problems. The Institute of Medicine report on fetal alcohol syndrome [4] introduced the term "alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder" (ARND) to describe the group that exhibits cognitive and behavioral problems in the absence of clinically identifiable morphological anomalies. The Identification of children with ARND in clinical practice has proven to be a challenging problem because the clinical presentation of these children strongly resembles that of other neurodevelopmental disorders. It has been well documented that children with FASD show a range of co-morbid conditions, including attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and depression [5] . Despite recent attempts to define a behavioral phenotype of FASD [6] , there is no signature behavioral or cognitive profile uniquely associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (see Kodituwakku and Kodituwakku in the current volume). In the absence of clinically identifiable physical signs and a signature cognitivebehavioral profile, it is imperative that the prenatal alcohol exposure be established for making an alcohol-related diagnosis. However, it has proven to be difficult to obtain accurate information on prenatal alcohol exposure, because of the underreporting of drinking or unavailability of birth mothers for interviews. In view of the foregoing difficulties in the diagnosis of FASD, researchers have developed different methodologies to identify children with prenatal alcohol exposure. As shown in Fig. 1 , some investigators have sought to identify children with FASD through the assessment of prenatal substance abuse by "at-risk" mothers. This methodology has been employed in large-scale longitudinal studies conducted in North America and Europe. The strategy utilized in these studies has involved the systematic collection of detailed information on drug and alcohol use during pregnancy through maternal and informant interviews and then tracking of the development of the offspring from birth to adulthood [7] . Since maternal self-reports of alcohol use can be unreliable, some researchers have suggested the importance of collecting biomarkers (e.g., meconium) to verify prenatal exposure to alcohol [8] [9] [10] . Another approach has focused on directly assessing the child to obtain evidence of prenatal alcohol exposure. For example, epidemiological studies conducted in the USA, South Africa, and Italy have screened community-based samples, using morphological and behavioral criteria to identify potential cases of prenatal alcohol exposure [11, 12•, 13•] . Researchers have recently utilized neuroimaging methods [14, 15] and three-dimensional (3D) facial photography [16] to detect subtle markers of prenatal alcohol exposure [17] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , large-scale longitudinal studies have obtained exposure data during pregnancy and then child data (morphology and cognitive functioning) at different stages of development. The main purpose of these studies has been to evaluate the developmental outcomes of prenatal alcohol exposure rather than to estimate prevalence rates of FASD. However, detailed data gathered through maternal interviews, cognitive assessments, and morphological evaluations permit estimation of the rate of FASD among those who are exposed [18] . In contrast, the express purpose of the active case ascertainment methodology has been to estimate prevalence rates and risk factors rather than the developmental outcomes of exposure. This methodology therefore entails collecting retrospective data on maternal drinking during pregnancy, as well as morphological and cognitive data on children. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the USA have employed a standardized methodology for the surveillance of fetal alcohol syndrome, in which investigators have estimated the prevalence of FAS through review of records from multiple sources [19] . In this paper, we briefly review the merits and demerits of the above methodologies and then discuss recent methodological advances in the identification of prenatal alcohol exposure and the morphological and functional sequelae of alcohol-induced damage. First, we present the surveillance methodology employed by the CDC, followed by a discussion of the clinic-based studies. Then, we discuss the active case ascertainment methodology that has been used in the USA and other countries. In the final section, we focus on the emerging methodologies to determine prenatal alcohol exposure (e.g., biomarkers) and to assess morphological sequelae (3D photography) and functional sequelae (e.g., neuroimaging).
Surveillance of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
The Fetal Alcohol Surveillance Network (FASSNet), supported by the CDC, exemplifies the use of surveillance methodology to identify children with FAS. This study involved five states in the USA-namely, Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, New York, and Wisconsin-and employed a "standardized, multisource" approach [20] . At all sites, a standardized case definition of confirmed or probable FAS was developed, which incorporated the primary diagnostic criteria for FAS. These included abnormal facial features consistent with FAS or two cardinal facial anomalies (short palpebral fissures, an abnormal philtrum, a thin upper lip); central nervous system dysfunction (e.g., microcephaly, IQ ≤1 standard deviation from the mean, etc.); and growth restrictions (intrauterine weight or height corrected for gestational age ≤10th percentile; postnatal height or weight ≤10th percentile). The investigators tapped into multiple sources of data (e.g., hospitals, birth defect monitoring programs, genetic clinics, developmental clinics, early intervention programs, and Medicaid files) to identify cases. A common electronic data extraction form was used, and quality assurance procedures were instituted [20] for fidelity checks. Initial analyses of the data from children born during 1995-1997 showed that the rates of confirmed or probable FASD varied from 0.4 to 1.5 per 1,000 live births across the five states, compared with rates of 0.2 per 1,000 of all births from 1979 to 1992 [21] , 0.37 per 1,000 in 1992, and 0.67 per 1,000 in 1993 [22] . Such a method can be defined as passive, because it is based on counting, ex post, how many cases of the indexed pathology occurred during a specific time period. More active methods combine data coming from different sources, as a case can be registered in different records [23] . As an example, a study performed in Alaska, using different sources (from hospital admissions, pediatricians, birth certificates, and programs for genetic diseases, disability, or education) identified a FAS prevalence rate of 0.2-0.3 per 1,000 in the non-Native population [24] . Data from 15 such studies conducted in the USA estimated a mean FAS prevalence rate of 0.85 per 1,000 live births (median 0.27). The main advantage of the surveillance method concerns its cost effectiveness. For example, the CDC-funded FASSNet project collected population-based data on FAS from multiple source record-based methods from a number of states in the USA at a low cost. A major limitation of the record-based method was its failure to identify cases on the spectrum that did not meet the criteria of fetal alcohol syndrome. It has been estimated that the proportion of children on the spectrum without dysmorphia may be three times as high as that of FAS [18] . This method may also underestimate the rates of FAS because FAS and other genetic disorders are not often diagnosed at birth [11, 25] . Furthermore, most health centers may not have clinicians to diagnose fetal alcohol syndrome.
Clinic-Based Longitudinal Studies
As mentioned above, clinic-based studies involve following pregnant women during pregnancy, collecting data on their alcohol consumption, and then tracking the developmental trajectories of alcohol-exposed infants after they are born. Having reviewed this type of study, Abel and Sokol [26] [27] [28] found higher prevalence rates of FAS in the USA in comparison with European countries, although the reported amounts of maternal drinking were higher in the latter countries. These investigators dubbed this the "American paradox" to describe this discrepancy between prevalence rates and reported alcohol consumption [29, 30 ]. Abel's 1995 review [28] described 35 studies, including studies from Europe and Australia. The studies from Europe and Australia, which involved predominantly Caucasian middle class populations, reported low rates of FASD and no cases of FAS. In this review, Abel [28] estimated relatively lower rates of FASD in other western countries (0.97 per 1,000) than in the USA (1.95 per 1,000). May et al. [31] suggested that the paradox could be explained by the fact that in the USA, more binge drinkers exist than in Europe, where people drink more on a daily basis. In fact, binge drinking is known to increase the blood alcohol level sharply, which is a known risk factor for FAS [29] . Several studies have documented that binge drinking is correlated with morphological changes and cognitive deficits in exposed children [32, 33] . Another explanation for the paradox lies in sample differences in socioeconomic status (SES). Abel [28] demonstrated that the prevalence of FAS is higher among lower SES groups (2.29 per 1,000) than in higher SES groups (0.26 per 1,000). The moderating effect of SES on FAS is further illustrated by recent studies of neurobehavioral functioning in children exposed to light drinking during pregnancy. Data from two large-scale population-based cohorts from the UK (the Millennium Cohort and Devon Cohort) indicated that light drinking during pregnancy does not pose a risk for cognitive-behavioral problems in exposed children [34] [35] [36] . Included in these cohorts were predominantly white, middle class families. In contrast, Sood et al. [37] observed a doseresponse effect of alcohol exposure on behavior in children with low levels of exposure. Enrolled in the latter study were African American women, predominantly from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. The merits of longitudinal studies of FASD include their ability to delineate the factors that lead to ARND among alcohol-exposed children. One of the first reports on the prevalence of FASD came from a clinic-based longitudinal study-namely, the Seattle 500 study [18] . Sampson et al. [18] estimated the prevalence of FASD to be 9.1 per 1,000 live births. Since developmental risk factors, including alcohol exposure, are identified during pregnancy, this design also allows initiation of early interventions. A fundamental weakness in clinic-based cohorts, particularly from North America, concerns a self-selection bias. For example, the Detroit, Atlanta, and Pittsburgh cohorts included predominantly African American women from low socioeconomic backgrounds who attended university-based clinics.
The Active Case Ascertainment Method
The active case ascertainment method has been employed in epidemiological studies of FASD conducted in the USA [11] and a number of other countries, including South Africa [32] , Italy [38] , and Croatia [39] . Unlike the surveillance method described above, the active case ascertainment approach has targeted all potential participants in a given population. For example, researchers have performed in-school screening evaluations of children attending a specific grade (e.g., grade one) in selected schools, using a multi-tier assessment approach. The multi-tier approach utilized by May et al. [40, 41] has involved three steps. First, all children in the targeted group are screened for growth restrictions (height and weight <10th percentile) and physical signs of central nervous system dysfunction (head circumference <10th percentile). In some studies, children with learning and behavioral problems have also been considered for further screening. Second, those who meet the growth criterion or the central nervous system dysfunction criterion undergo a morphological evaluation and a cognitive-behavioral assessment. Furthermore, maternal or informant caregiver interviews are conducted to gather information on alcohol exposure and other risk factors. Third, a decision regarding a diagnosis is made in a case conference after discussion of the morphological, neurobehavioral, and maternal data on a child. This methodology has allowed investigators to estimate the prevalence of FAS and partial FAS in a given community with a reasonable degree of accuracy. As shown in Table 1 , investigators found high prevalence rates of FAS and partial FAS in certain communities in South Africa [12•, 32, 40, 42] .
May et al. [12•] have recently estimated that the prevalence of FASD in certain communities in South Africa may be as high as 135.1-207.5 per 1,000. It is possible that lower rates reported for other countries reflect the moderating effects of sociocultural and economic factors. The main advantage of the active case ascertainment approach to identifying children with FASD is that it involves assessing most at risk children in a targeted group, thus allowing estimation of the prevalence with a reasonable degree of accuracy. By employing the multitier screening procedure, researchers have been successful in identifying previously unidentified children. For example, children identified through in-school screening in South Africa and Italy had not been previously diagnosed. A main limitation of this approach is that it is more expensive and time consuming than some other methods. Furthermore, * Percentages rated on sample-based estimate, not including children without parental consent. All of the other percentages are rated including children without parental consent (based on a denominator of the total number of children enrolled in the selected classrooms), hence assuming they were not affected because of the stigma attached to FASD, the parents of children with FASD are less likely to consent to participate in screening evaluations. Since most mothers are aware of the deleterious effects of alcohol in a developing fetus, they are likely to underreport drinking during pregnancy.
Novel Methods to Determine Prenatal Alcohol Effects
As Fig. 1 shows, two pieces of information are of critical importance in identifying children with prenatal alcohol exposure: confirmation that the child was exposed to alcohol, and confirmation that alcohol exposure has produced morphological alterations and/or functional deficits. As mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs, clinicians find it difficult to reliably obtain these pieces of information. It is known that maternal self-reports on the amount and frequency of alcohol intake during pregnancy could be inaccurate and that the stigma associated with fetal alcohol syndrome may lead even to denial of alcohol intake [13•] . To overcome this difficulty, researchers have turned to investigation of the utility of biomarkers of prenatal alcohol exposure. Similarly, as noted above, the clinical methods used to assess the effects of prenatal alcohol exposure in children have limitations. For example, only a small proportion of alcohol-exposed children display standard morphological alterations that are assessed in a clinical evaluation (growth restriction, microcephaly, malformations on the face). Therefore, researchers have begun to explore the utility of 3D facial imaging methods to look for minor anomalies that are not detectable by clinical morphological assessment. Furthermore, recent advances in neuroimaging methods have afforded an opportunity to answer the question as to whether children with prenatal alcohol exposure display a unique profile of structural and functional differences in the brain. In this section, we briefly review the latest findings made with these novel methodologies.
Biomarkers of FASD
The term "biomarkers" refers to cellular or molecular indices of exposure, disease, or susceptibility to disease [43] . As such, biomarkers have been classified into three broad categories: biomarkers of exposure, biomarkers of effects (disease), and biomarkers of susceptibility to disease [43] . Among the biomarkers of exposure or alcohol metabolism, fatty acid ethyl esters (FAEEs) have received considerable attention because they have been shown to correlate with moderate to heavy drinking during pregnancy [44] . Products of the nonoxidative metabolism of ethanol, FAEEs can be detected in the alcoholexposed infant's meconium, blood, cord blood, hair, and placenta. The sensitivity of FAEEs extracted from meconium has been found to vary widely [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , partly because of differences in study populations. Ostrea et al. [49] analyzed FAEEs in the meconium of 124 singleton infants and concluded that FAEEs in meconium, particularly ethyl linoleate and ethyl AA, are biomarkers of high specificity for exposure to alcohol prenatally. Peterson et al. [50] found that the presence of FAEEs in meconium is predictive of subsequent mental and psychomotor delays in children, but none of the children they examined had the dysmorphic features that characterize FAS or partial FAS. Therefore, the presence of FAEEs in meconium may help diagnose children with ARND. However, one difficulty with extracting FAEEs from meconium concerns the impracticality of collecting samples within a narrow window of time. Alcohol-induced alterations of body structure and function have been investigated as potential b i o m a r k e r s o f a l c o h o l u s e . T h e s e i n c l u d e γ -glutamyltransferase (GGT), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT), dolichols, and proteomics [51, 52] . Although these biological markers are useful indicators of risky drinking, no single marker is diagnostically sensitive and specific enough to be considered a definitive biomarker of prenatal alcohol use [53] . More recently, investigators have begun exploring the possibility of extracting biomarkers from other sources such as newborn blood, hair, fingernails, placental tissue, and umbilical cord tissue. However, the usefulness of biomarkers extracted from cord blood, neonatal hair, and placental tissue depends on many factors [53] . For example, although amniotic fluid, cord blood, and placental tissue are easily available, as with meconium, the time window to collect them is narrow. Furthermore, while analyses of maternal or neonatal hair can indicate the timing of prenatal alcohol use, clinicians may not be able to collect them if the parents refuse or the infant has no hair. In general, despite a great deal of research to date, the goal of developing effective biomarkers that are able to definitively detect and quantify prenatal alcohol use remains elusive [10] . However, the use of biomarkers in conjunction with other procedures such as maternal self-report, morphological assessments, and neurocognitive/developmental assessments may aid the identification of alcohol-exposed children.
3D Facial Photography
The standard morphological evaluation involves a physical examination aimed at the assessment of cardinal features typically associated with prenatal alcohol exposure. These include growth restrictions (weight and height <10th percentile), evidence of atypical brain development (microcephaly), specific malformations on the face, and anomalies affecting other systems (skeletal, cardiac, etc.). A fundamental limitation of this morphological approach to identifying children with alcohol exposure is the absence of the foregoing anomalies in many alcohol-exposed children. Therefore, some investigators have sought to find subtle anomalies in alcohol-exposed individuals, using extended anthropometric protocols. Moore et al. [54, 55] investigated 21 craniofacial anthropometric measurements in 100 prenatally exposed individuals in an attempt find such subtle indicators of prenatal alcohol exposure. These investigators found that six anthropometric facial measurements discriminated alcohol-exposed individuals from controls [56] . Recently, novel 3D image analysis techniques have been developed with the aim of making more easily detectable the pattern of facial characteristics that are typical of FAS or partial FAS. 3D facial analysis using dense surface modeling (DSM) has proven successful initially in delineating facial morphology in Noonan syndrome, Williams syndrome, 22q11 deletion syndrome, Bardet-Biedl syndrome [57] , and Smith-Magenis syndrome, and in discriminating controls from individuals with Noonan syndrome and 22q11 deletion syndrome [17, 58, 59] . The 3D facial laser scanner represents one of the most recent attempts at utilizing technology to characterize morphological anomalies associated with prenatal alcohol exposure [60] . In a recent international study of 149 individuals (86 with FAS and 63 controls), investigators utilized computer graphics, machine learning, and pattern recognition techniques to automatically identify a set of facial features that best discriminated individuals with FAS from controls in each sample. The aim of the study was to develop a computational model that can automatically compute facial features from 3D scans and use these data to accurately identify children with FAS. The results showed that computer algorithms could be used to automatically detect facial features that can discriminate between FAS and control faces. Thus, the 3D technologies have potential for detection of subtle features associated with prenatal alcohol exposure that are not detected in clinical evaluations [16] . However, a fundamental limitation of this technology is that it is expensive and so may not be clinically useful.
Neuroimaging and Morphological/Functional Alterations in the Brain
The last decade has witnessed tremendous advances in the application of modern neuroimaging methods to characterize structural and functional anomalies in children with prenatal alcohol exposure (for a comprehensive review, please see Riley et al. in this issue). Several structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) studies have revealed a range of macrostructural anomalies in children and adolescents with prenatal alcohol exposure [61, 62] , including reduction of overall brain volume [63] and reductions in the frontal, temporal, parietal, and-to a lesser degree-occipital lobes in children with FASD, relative to typically developing controls [63] [64] [65] .
In studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), investigators have found significant differences in brain activation patterns during performance of various tasks [15] . A consistent pattern emerging from fMRI studies is that the FASD group activate neural structures different than those recruited by neurotypical controls during performance of cognitive tasks. For example, Sowell et al. [66] examined fMRI activation patterns of FASD and control groups during the performance of a verbal paired-associate learning task and observed distinct patterns of activation in the two groups. The FASD group was found to show less activation in the left medial and posterior temporal regions and more activation in the right dorsal frontal cortex. This pattern of results was interpreted as showing that the FASD group is compensating for deficient temporal lobe functions by recruiting the dorsolateral region. Using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), investigators have obtained evidence of white matter abnormalities in FASD. A consistent finding emerging from DTI studies is that the FASD group show reduced white matter in many regions of the brain, particularly in the corpus callosum. For example, Wozniak et al. [67] have reported pronounced abnormalities in the corpus callosum, major anterior-posterior fiber bundles, corticospinal tracts, and cerebellum. Furthermore, Wozniak et al. [67] have found that anomalies in the white matter correlate with neurocognitive deficits, especially in processing speed, non-verbal ability, and executive functioning. Consistent with these findings are the results of magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies reported by Stephen et al. [68••] . These investigators found delayed M100 responses to auditory and visual stimuli in the FASD group, in line with the slow information processing hypothesis in FASD [6] .
Conclusion
Despite recent advances in the assessment of alcohol exposure and alcohol-induced brain damage, the identification of children with alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder (ARND) remains a challenging problem. There exist two main obstacles to identifying children with ARND in clinical practice. First, it remains challenging to obtain accurate data on prenatal alcohol exposure, because of inaccurate maternal reports or unavailability of mothers for interviews. In North America, many alcoholexposed children are placed in foster homes; therefore, accurate prenatal data are not often available. Second, children with FASD often have complex developmental histories notable for numerous adverse conditions that negatively impact brain development, such as exposure to violence, sexual and physical abuse, poverty, and malnutrition. Therefore, there is tremendous heterogeneity in the FASD group, making it hard to find a unique neurobehavioral profile or a biomarker profile associated with prenatal alcohol exposure. Despite these obstacles, there is hope that researchers will be able to develop new tools that can be employed to improve the identification of alcohol-exposed children clinically.
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